The use of one of our greatest natural resources
- logs - in the construction of homes and other
buildings is an old form of building which has taken
on new popularity in recent years. With this surge in
popularity has come an inevitable landslide of
"how-to" books, each claiming to teach the best
methods and construction styles, and each
designed for a varying range of building skills,
This book. The Handbook of Canadian Log
Building, is designed for use by anyone in the log
building industry: a once-in-a-lifetime builder, or the
professional, hand-crofted log builder using these
skills to earn a living. It is meant to be a reference
book as well for building authorities and teaching
institutions who must make it their business to
become familiar with the latest techniques of the
trade.
This book is the result of nearly a decade of
experience by the author - a professional log build
ing contractor, an instructor and a designer, The
techniques involved, though, are the result of ideas
gained from many sources, including students of
the trade and other log builders. The Handbook of
Canadian Log Building is designed to familiarize
both the novice and the professional builder with
as many pertinent techniques as possible, while

keeping the importance of practicality in the forefront. This book won't however, discuss such construction areas as carpentry, electrical wiring,
masonry techniques, etc., because these categories
fall into the realm of other specialized trades which
are not the concern here. Readers requiring more
information on these topics should consult local
engineers, architects and building inspectors.
What this book is really all about is the basic
step-by-step process of learning about log construction. Naturally, some of the steps may seem
elementary at first, but it is advisable that the
reader learn each step in order, and understand its
total value. Once this understanding has been
gained, short-cuts which will speed up the production process may occur and should certainly be followed. The intent here is merely to provide the best
possible foundation on which to build. With this in
mind, log building enthusiasts should read the book
fully in order to realize that, in any building project,
there are many ways to accomplish each facet of
construction; with all the possible combinations
available, extensive planning should be done
before construction starts.
On a final note, remember that unlike any other
form of construction, log building involves material
that is in constant and uneven motion (causing
settling) due to such occurrences as material
shrinkage, material compression and differential

loading of the walls because of roof design and
roof loads.
We don't wont to "bog" the reader down with
technical terms and data, but rather, illustrate as
simply as possible the eventual outcome of each
facet of the construction process. However, in order
for the builder to achieve results comparable to
the photos and illustrations in this book, he or she
must have the willingness, desire and ability to work
with their hands, handtools and a chainsaw. It is
also of great importance that a natural love for
wood and design be a part of the builder, in order
that a beautiful piece of art be molded from the
natural logs.

The intent of this text is to provide the builder
with modern techniques of building, using modern
tools, The idea of doing logwork in the 20th century by cleaning out our forefather's tool-chest is a
misconception. During our ancestor's era, the variety of handtools available were a necessity,
however, technology has provided us with on efficient array of tools. The builder need not feel handicapped without the old tools (though some ore
very useful for specific detailed work); beautiful
building may be accomplished with the following
set of l o g Building Tools', which may be acquired
through most hardware stores today:
1. chopping axe
2. peeling spud
3. drawknife
4. carving axe
5. carpenters square
6. canthook
7. water-bottle
8. staple gun
9. chalkline

10.
11
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.

scriber
safety helmet
hammer
chisel
tope measure
chainsaw
level
socket slick
handsaw

It will be understood from the beginning that this
is a textbook to aid the builder in practical
methods of construction. In order for the builder to
work in on effective manner, logs must be placed
on the building efficiently. Whatever method used,
whether it be a crane, a tractor/loader, a skyline or
other, a rule of thumb is that if the time required to
move the log from the deck to the building is
longer than ten minutes, then the builder is working
against an inefficient system and frustration will
prevail.
Much con be said about lifting mechanisms,
however it's the builder's duty to select the method
best suited for him. The builder must also keep in
mind that the type of construction that he is about
to engage in, utilizes material that is perhaps 10-20
times his own weight and therefore requires practical and safe equipment to handle the material.

While foundations for log structures ore very similar to those used with conventionally framed buildings, footings in general differ only in that they ore
increased in size for log buildings because of the
weight factor. Builders should check with their local
building inspectors or other authorities to verify the
procedure used and to ensure that local statutes
or ordinances will be followed.
There ore generally two basic methods of building the foundation wall; Fig. 7, the standard
method for conventionally framed houses, and
Fig. 2, the stepped foundation. The latter involves
somewhat more work, and in addition the builder
must be careful to ensure that the basement has
adequate headroom if this method is used.
Keep in mind also that in the first method a facia
or trim board is needed to cover the exposed
framing; while in the stepped foundation method
the framing is entirely hidden within the concrete
work.

It is probably best to use a conventional floor system when building a log structure, for the simple
reason that if the basement is used for living
space', then the floor joists allow the builder to easily conceal the electrical wiring, the plumbing pipes
and the heating ducts in a very professional
manner.
Builders should be aware of the use of log floor
joists, because although not a widely used system
for the main floor support, log joists are a common
system for a loft or second storey floor support.
There are basically two widely used methods of
installing log floor joists: Fig. 3. The Tenon Joist, and
Fig. 4, involving the use of the Double-Scribe
Notch.
The 'tenon joist' is used when a builder wants to
terminate the end of the floor joist in the wall system, as in a common joist. If it is desirable to have
the joist extend beyond the wall system for some
aesthetic or structural purpose, such as a balcony,
then the 'double-scribe notch' is the best method
to follow. With this method, note that the portion of
wood which remains in the center of the notch is
normally removed with the standard 'round-notch'.
The additional "webb" which is left lends a great
deal of strength to the beam.

The sequence of steps involved in completing the
'tenon joist' is as follows:
STEP 1:

Cut the log to about 2 inches (5 cm) longer than
the final length of the joist.

STEP 2:

Place the log on two skids (each skid having a
small "V" cut in it).

STEP 3:

Rotate the log so the "bow" of the log is in a
downward position and block the log firmly. See
Fig. 5.

STEP 4:

Trim the log ends to the exact length of the Joist.

Log Floor Joists
STEP 5: Place a 'Plumb Line'
on each end of the log
using a level

STEP 7: Now chalklines are extended
from end to end, connecting all corresponding points, it Is important that
the builder uses the point of intersection between the layout line on the
end of the log and the outer surface
of the log as the reference points.

STEP 6: Once the size of the tenon has been calculated, layout on each end is completed using a tape
measure and level. Note that the size of the tenon
may not be contained within the perimeter of the log
— this Is a common situation.

STEP 8: It's extremely Important that the builder realizes
when the chalkline Is 'snapped', It must always be
snapped In the direction of the cut. In other words, when
the chalkline is lifted, it is a vertical extension of the layout
line. Absolutely no other direction is acceptable. Remember that these are irregular surfaces; this procedure must
be followed accurately in order to achieve a perfect
result.

STEP 9: Always use the chalkline in a vertical manner. In
order to achieve accurate results, the horizontal lines must
be rotated 90 degrees for chalkilining. By using the PLUMB
LINE as a reference, reposition the log and "snap" the
lines VERTICALLY.

STEP IO: Once the chalklines are 'snapped', all
that remains Is to cut the two opposing lines
with the chainsaw to the required distance, or
the full length of the log, whichever the case
may be.

STEP 11: Assuming a comfortable stance and
holding the chainsaw in a horizontal position,
start the cut Into the end of the log at approximately 45 degrees to the end cut of the log
because this keeps the chalk line and the
plumb line In sight.

STEP 12: Once the cut is started, simply hold the near
end of the chainsaw stationary, and pivot the far end
of the saw, adhering to the chalkline.

STEP 13: Now by l<eeping the far end of the chainsaw
stationary, pivot the near end of the saw, once again
adhering to the chalkline.

STEP 14: Continue alternating this
motion along the log.

STEP 15: Correct procedure will guide the builder to the end
of the log and very little touch-up work will be required.

STEP 16: Because of a pivoting motion, small 'ridges' will
occur along the cut surface of the log.

STEP 17: To smooth the surface, the use of a 'brushing'
motion is used. Simply stand in one location (called
Station A) and holding the chainsaw firmly, with the
chainsaw bar at approximately 90 degrees to the cut
surface, rotate the hips and shoulders to create a
fan-type sweep across the surface of the log. This
sweeping action will smooth the area marked in BLUE.

STEP 19: Move sideways (to Station C), continue the
'brushing' and smooth the area marked in BLUE.
Again note how the patterns overlap.

STEP 18: Now stepping sideways (to Station B), continue the 'brushing' in a similar fashion. This 'brushing'
motion will smooth the area marked In RED. Note how
the patterns overlap.

STEP 20: Again move sideways (to Station D), and
continue 'brushing'; smoothing the area marked in
RED. Note again the overtopping patterns.

STEP 21: Continue this action for the full length of the
log.

STEP 22: The reason for the overlapping patterns is to
ensure that if a trough is created by the chainsaw,
the error won't become magnified by passing over it
in the same direction; hence the direction must be
changed for a smoothing effect.

STEP 23: With the use of chalklines, the tenons
are marked, cut and smoothed in the same
manner as the full length cut. The back edge
of the tenon Is bevelled and dressed up with
an axe.

STEP 24: The log Joist Is completed.

The sequence of steps involved in completing the
'Double-Scribe Notch' is as follows:
STEP 1:

Place the log joists over the wall logs as they will
appear. In their final position.

STEP 2:

Block each log firmly with small wedges or
'log-dogs'.

STEP 3: Choose the scribing distance, set the scribers
using a PLUMB LINE, and scribe the notch for the floor
joist as though it were a typical Round-Notch. Refer to
Chapter 6 (page 31) and carefully follow the Instructions for "setting" the scribers.

STEP 4: Now simply rotate the level attachment at the
end of the scribers 180 degrees, set the scribers
once again using a PLUMB LINE, and scribe the wall
log with the same scribing distance.

STEP 5: Choose where the level
cuts will be as these will
represent the surfaces Inside the
notch that will eventually mate
together.

STEP 6: Where the level line intersects the joist scribe lines,
two "critical points" are obtained. By touching these "critical
points" with the leg of the scriber and positioning the scriber
in a level position (using the dual level attachment on the
end of the scriber), third and fourth "critical points" are
located on the wall scribe line.

STEP 7: With the level, draw a level line through each of
these points across the wall log to intersect the wall scribe
line. Now two more "critical points" are located. With the
scriber, transfer vertically, two more "critical points" to the
joist scribe line.
As a final check to ensure that the layout was done
properly and carefully, the line connecting these final two
"critical points" should be perfectly level.

STEP IO: A flexible guide is a useful straight-edge
for drawing the line.
STEP 8: The joist is rolled back.

STEP 9: The final layout is done by
connecting all opposing "critical
points" with a pencil line.

STEP 11: The cuts are done to remove all
unnecessary wood.

STEP 12: If the layout and the cutting Is done correctly,
the final fit will appear to be exactly the same as that of
a Round-Notch.

Due to the considerable weight factor, the framing of the main floor of a log structure requires
some knowledge of logwork, As discussed in Chapter 2, there are generally two standard procedures
used to support the main structure: the standard
foundation and the stepped foundation, in Fig. 7
(the standard foundation), the logs are bearing on
the subfloor, which in turn is resting on the foundation. Here it is extremely important that additional
blocking be placed, first between the floor Joists to
prevent the members from twisting sideways, and
second, between the last two common joists at
each end wall.
The reason for the second precaution is because
the log on the end wall is bearing only on one joist
and the plywood subfloor, and this is not adequate
support.
In Fig. 8 (the stepped foundation), the logs are
bearing on the concrete foundation as well as the
floor framing, and so require very little reinforcing.

There are several options, as shown in this chapter, available to the builder when it comes time to lay the first round of
logs.
In order to proceed with scribing, the builder must first
choose which method to follow, and then proceed with the
next chapter to fully understand the principles involved with
scribing. It is essential to understand that each two parallel
walls in the building must be approximately half a log higher
or lower than their adjacent counterparts; this allows for a
notch to be cut in each log, using about one-half of the log.
In other words, the start of the building is with half-logs on two
parallel walls. See Figs. 9-11.
For illustration purposes here, a simple rectangular building is
used, but these basic instructions will apply even to more
complex structures:
(1) Split the first log in half, choosing either of the three
examples illustrated on page 29.
(2) Place the two half-logs on the sub-floor, with the log
butts pointing in the same direction, clockwise or anticlockwise.
(3) Then place the full or whole logs on the adjacent walls,
again with the butts pointing the same clockwise or
anti-clockwise direction.
Now the builder is ready for .scribing.

Scribing is, quite simply, the process of transferring
the pattern of one piece of material to another,
using a SCRIBER (see Fig. 12) to accurately transfer
the pattern.
In logwork, builders are concerned with transferring the irregular pattern of the upper surface of
the bottom log to the lower surface of the top log.
The following procedure is recommended.
Remembering that we wish to work efficiently, the
following sequence of steps is provided and the
builder should study each step thoroughly and
understand its purpose.
In doing ROUND-NOTCH CONSTRUCTION a twostage process is followed. Stage one is the 'RoughNotch' and stage two is the Finished-Notch'.

THE ROUGH-NOTCH STAGE
The purpose of this stage is to work with the log
and lower it to the log below with which it will be
eventually mated. To accurately fit logs together, it
has been discovered by the majority of reputable
builders that the optimum finished scribing distance
should be approximately 2 inches (5cm).
We are now ready to start logwork.

STEP 1: Place the log on the building and position the BOW (or crown) of the log to the OUTSIDE of the building.

STEP 3: In this case the spacing is 6
inches (15 cm).
STEP 2: On the INSIDE of each notch, measure the
spacing between the two logs.

STEP 4: We now subtract 2 inches
(5 cm) from this distance and our
'Rough-Notch' scribing distance is
4 inches (IO cm).

STEP 5: The scribers are now set
by placing the pencil and
the scriber point against a
PLUMB LINE.

The PLUMB LINE is perfectly vertical in all planes.
To achieve this, place a board against the building,
making sur^ that it is perfectly PLUMB by holding a
level against its surface. Nail the board solidly. Now
place a vertical pencil line on the board, using a
level. The line on the board is now perfectly plumb
in all planes. By holding the pencil and the point of

the scriber against this PLUMB LINE, adjust the dual
bubble attachment at the end of the scriber to a
PERFECTLY LEVEL POSITION. Now the builder is
assured that when scribing the irregular surfaces of
the logs to one another, that the eventual contact
surfaces will be directly in line - one above the
other.

STEP 6: Scribe the notch which the scriber is now set for. Always scribe a notch FROM THE
BOTTOM — TOWARDS THE TOP.

STEP 7: Repeat STEPS 2 — 6 for every other notch on the log.

STEP 8: Roll the log back, toward the
Inside of the building and make a
vertical cut from the top of the log
downward to the scribe line.

STEP 9: From the top of the log,
where the scribe line curves to the
opposite side, start a diagonal cut
towards the bottom of the notch.
Ideally, the end of this cut should be
approximately 1 inch (2.5 cm) from
the Initial cut.

STEP IO: Repeat STEP 9 for the other
segment of the notch.

STEP 13: By crossing over the stepped cuts, the builder
now smooths the notch.

STEP 11: With an axe, remove the
two wedge-shaped pieces of
wood. Smooth the bottom of the
notch with a 'brushing motion'.
Note that the chainsaw bar crosses
over the original cuts.

STEP 12: By using the full length of
the chainsaw bar, a series of cuts
are made, originating at or near
the upper part of the notch, downward toward the centre. Note that
the amount of wood removed by
each cut is exactly the thickness of
the saw kerf.

STEP 15: Repeat STEPS 12 — 14 for the other segment of the
notch.

STEP 14: Work in a safe, comfortable position
always adhering to the scribe line.

STEP 16: The 'Rough-Notch' is now complete and ready for fitting to the
log below. Note that the scribe line Is visible around the notch. Repeat
STEPS 8 — 14 for every other notch on the log.

STEP 17: Above each notch, the shoulders of the log are
dressed with an axe. This will prevent any 'recurve situation' (see glossary of Building Terms).

STEP 18: The finished 'dressed shoulder'. Repeat STEP 17
for every other notch on the log.

STEP 20: When beginning to do logwork, re-scribIng the
notches to achieve this parallel distance Is common practice. The builder need not feel embarrassed and think that
this is a result of poor workmanship, because many factors
can cause STEP 19 to occur. Time is well spent If the
builder re-scribes and achieves a parallel spacing rather
than omitting this procedure.

STEP 19: We now check that there is a parallel space
between the two logs. If the space Is not parallel, re-scrlbe
one of the notches using the procedures outlined In STEPS
2 — 6 and remove the necessary wood.

THE FINISHED-NOTCH STAGE
If the 'Rough-Notch' stage was followed correctly,
then the space between the two logs should now
be approximately 2 inches (5 cm).
A great deal of care must be token now to fit
the logs.

STEP 1: With a level, mark each end of the log for its trimming length.

STEP 2: It's good practice to also sight to an opposing
comer to get an accurate cutting line on the log.

STEP 3: Again, using an opposite
corner as a sighting object, aim the
bar of the chainsaw and
concentrate on following the cut
line.

STEP 4: Once the ends are trimmed
and the log Is placed DIRECTLY
above its final resting position, a
'Plumb Line' Is put on the end of the
log. By using the 'Plumb Line' on the
preceding round as a guide, a line is
placed on the working log with a
level.

STEP 5: By viewing the space between the logs, we
now locate the "widest distance", it is not necessary
to check between the logs beyond the notches (ie.
the overhang).

STEP 7: The scriber is now set
with the pencil and the scriber
points each placed against the
PLUMB LINE. This is the same
PLUMB LINE used when setting
the scrlbers during the 'RoughNotch' stage. The dual bubble
attachment is set in a perfect
level position. When scribing, the
builder is now assured that the
Irregular surfaces when scribed
to one another will eventually
mate together because the
direct line of scribing has corresponding points directly above
each other.

STEP 6: Once the "widest distance" has been found,
we add 1/4 inch (6 mm) to this setting. This additional
amount determines the width of the lateral groove at
this, the widest, scribing space. Since the space
between the logs is closer at every other point along
the scribing path, the width of the lateral groove will
be wider than at the point of the original scriber setting.

STEP 29: The log is rolled back and re-aligned, using
the 'Plumb Line' as the reference mark.

STEP 30: Hardwood wedges are driven Into the upper
surfaces of the log approximately every 24 inches (62
cm). This is to pre-stress the log and localize the
checking to the top surface of the log.

STEP 31: The wedges are trimmed.

Continue with all the wall logs by alternating the butt/top directions on
succeeding rounds.

Settling, one of the most important factors to
keep in mind at all times when engaged in either
designing or building a log structure, is a result of
two things:
(1) the natural shrinkage of the wood, and
(2) the compression of the wood fibres as one log
rests on another. It's important for the builder to
remember that logs shrink diametrically and the
amount of shrinkage longitudinally is negligible.

So each factor is considered equally for all calculations, the builder should assume 50 per cent of all
settling is due to shrinkage, while the other 50 per
cent is caused by compression.
Builders always use two calculations to arrive at
the proper settling allowance. The reason for this
duality depends mostly on the size of material used.
Once the calculations ore mode, always assume
the greater of the two values for the settling
allowance.
The Formulas are on the facing page.

This section deals with utilizing material to its
fullest extent. One of the most common problems
when building is to decide on the maximum length
of wall which will accommodate the available
material. As a general rule, the proportion of the
diameters of the top/butt should be 2/3 or greater
Once the proportion becomes less than 2/3, notch
ing becomes difficult because of the widespread
difference in diameters between the butts and the
tops. With a large difference in diameters then, a
situation will arise where the amount of wood to b
removed from the smaller log to fit over a larger
one will weaken its structural properties.
The easiest method of overcoming this problem
to have a building design with short enough walls
to accommodate the material. In some cases,
however, either for structural considerations, design
layout, or for personal preference, long walls are
required. Three examples on Page 61 show very
practical methods of getting the most out of the
available material, and still maintaining the opti-

Fig. 13. A splice may be used and the two members, prestressed by wedges, are bolted together. Note that for
structural purposes, the bolts are in a horizontal position.

Fig. 14. A rather crooked log may be cut at desired locc
tlons and fitted into the building. The window and door
locations are of the utmost Importance when using this
method.

Fig. 15. Joining logs at a notch Is also common practice. Since the end of each log Is shown with a half-notch, great care
must be taken when rolling the log to work on It. At the point where the logs meet, pinning Is recommended. Note that
when placing the logs on the wall, the butts are mated end-to-end, then on the next round, the tops are mated end-toend. The reason being that a differential of heights Is eliminated where perhaps a butt and top would be mated end-toend. With this height difference. It becomes increasingly difficult to position the next log to cover the "stepped joint".

On any building tine proportioning of the roof to
the walls is critical if a pleasing appearance is to
be achieved. Once the walls are erected the next
stage is usually the roof support system, which gives
the building its ultimate shape and character. A
slight change in the inclination of the roof plane will
give the structure a totally different view and possibly will provide a different feeling for those who
spend a great deal of time in it.
A great deal of time must be spent developing
the roof lines to achieve both the aesthetic qualities the builder desires and the functional considerations to which the roof lends itself.

This chapter will deal with some of the most commonly used roof systems, as in Figs. 16-19.
There ore, of course, many different styles to
choose from and they cannot all be dealt with
here, but if the builder studies and understands the
layout as well as the functions of all the components of the roof support system in this chapter, this
information con then be adapted to develop other
roof styles.

Fig. 16. The Gable-Roof with an extended overhang. On
the left side a change in roof pitch creates a
Flare-effect. On the right side the 'outrigger' beam
is positioned on the same plane as the main roof.

Fig. 18. The Gable-Roof, using horizontal log gable ends.
On'the left side a Gable-Dormer is used, and on
the right side a Shed-Dormer is used.

Fig. 17. The Hip Roof.

Fig. 19. The Gable-Roof, using a Trussed-Gable end.

A variation of the Gable-Roof has unique possibilities brought about by placing "outrigger" beams
parallel to the plate log to rest the end of the
rafters on. A two-fold design feature has now been
accomplished by the addition of these beams.
Firstly, a larger and more spacious loft may now be
incorporated into what would hove normally been
a less usable loft area; and secondly, in areas
where moisture is a threat to the preservation of
the logs, the larger roof overhang now provides for
greater diversion of the rains.
In Figs. 20-23, suggestions are mode to construct
the additional overhang, keeping in mind both the
practicality of construction as well as the aesthetics
of the building.

If horizontal log gable ends are used, then settling
of the logs which make up the gable becomes a
major factor. Because the distance or height
between the peak of the roof and the plate log is
constantly diminishing, then the roofing must be
constructed to allow for this continually changing
dimension. Two methods for consideration are as
follows:
Fig. 24 illustrates that the gable logs are in fact
'sandwiched' between rafters and the decking is
applied to the underside of the roof joists. Fig. 25
illustrates that the gable end is grooved to allow a
spline and insulation to be inserted in the log gable,
and the spline then attached to the decking. This
provides for an airtight seal and at the some time,
stabilizes the gable end. Once again, the decking is
shown on the underside of the roof joist. Should the
builder decide to place the decking on the top
side of the roof joist, core must be token in selecting the roof joists because they will be, in fact,
exposed.
The roof framing above the decking follows standard building practices and must comply with local
regulations. Note on the illustrations that the roof
joists ore attached firmly to the ridge-pole. Metal
guide bars are attached at the plate log, and the
roof joists ore then bolted in such a way as to
allow DOWNWARD movement as the gable settles.
At the purlins wooden guide blocks may be adequate, depending of course on spacing and roof
load.

It is essential with roof work to establish a starting
point for the layout. Since logs aren't uniform in
nature the heights of the various corners of the
building will differ. As well, the distance between
centrelines of the walls will vary, although this
should be minimal. The builder who is keen and
methodical about the layout procedures and
material selection will understand that as the lost
few rounds ore being built, careful log selection will
prove invaluable when the final layout stage is
reached. In other words, keep the difference in
heights and widths to a minimum. An experienced
builder will understand that control of heights
through selection of the correct-sized material is
better than altering the optimum scribing distance
to achieve correct wall height.
The first step in the layout is to choose a common height or PLATE LINE based on the lowest
corner of the building and a common WIDTH, which
is based on the narrowest end of the building.
Once a horizontal and level plane has been established to work to, and a predetermined width has
been achieved, the triangular shape must be completed by establishing a height. In short, consider a
common builder's term - SLOPE. SLOPE is a term
used to indicate the angle at which the roof is
designed. Rather than on angular term, the SLOPE is
defined as "rise divided by run". An example of the
terms used to this point is illustrated in Fig. 26.

Through the use of geometry, calculations may be done to determine
the angle, but it is the intention of this text to simplify roof construction
as much as possible by eliminating unnecessary calculations.

In essence, what has been accomplished to this
point is to design a triangle within which the main
roof frame will be constructed.
At this point there are several choices the builder
must consider as to exactly what may be built
within the 'triangle'. First consider what is called a
"single-framed roof" and then a "double-framed
roof". Quite simply, a "single-framed r o o f would
consist of a series of trusses in a row, with the roof
sheathing applied directly to them. This is a very
common method of roofing used in conventional
framing. Fig. 27, illustrates the most common types
of trusses.
A "double-framed roof" is simply fewer trusses
engineered for greater spacing, and horizontal
beams (roof beams) placed above them; then the
roof is constructed on top of the roof beams as
illustrated in Fig. 28.
Once some sort of design consideration has been
established, it becomes the responsibility of the
designer to properly select the truss configuration
as well as the spacing of the trusses for the building, depending on structural and aesthetic qualities.

Should the builder wish to use other materials or
combinations of materials to construct the gable
ends for contrast or aesthetic qualities, then this
section will be of great importance.
Now it's time to consider the components of a
basic roof support system. Generally the ridge-pole
is flattened on two sides at the same angle as the
roof to accept ease in framing of the roof. In addition, there should be flattened seats at the beaming locations, the trusses and/or gables. If any sort
of framework is incorporated into the log truss or
gable, then it's recommended that the components of either the truss or gable be flattened for
ease of framing. See Fig. 29.
Note also that the purlins and platelogs are flattened on the top sides for ease of installing the
roof Joists, A "spacer" board, the thickness of the
ceiling material, is nailed along the surface of all
the roof beams. When the time comes to install the
ceiling material, it may be inserted between the
roof beams and the roof Joists, thus eliminating the
need to scribe the ceiling material to the irregular
surface of the roof beams.
In Fig, 30, notice that the members of the truss
ore flattened and a splined joint is used. In Fig, 31,
the dimensional lumber is nailed and glued to the
truss members.

If, however, no such framing is required, then only
the top side of the top chord need be flattened
for the purlins, as in Fig. 32.
We must now examine the different possibilities of
joinery for the various truss components.

Should the builder require no logs at all in the
gable ends, then the framing of these gables is
more conventional, with additional support
provided under the roof beams, as in Fig. 33.

Once the builder has digested all the possible
combinations of roof support systems and types of
joinery, it becomes a matter of choosing the best
possible combinations to fit the circumstances and
then constructing the roof system accordingly.
What the builder must do now is simply build the
gables and/or trusses within the triangular dimensions which hove been laid out by determining the
common plate line and the common width line.
The key point to remember is that the sloping
lines in the calculations represent the bottom of
the roof joists, and therefore the plate logs must be
flattened over their full length to allow for easy
framing of the roof,

In areas where long, continuous timbers of uniform diameters are plentiful, a roof system like that
shown in Fig. 34 should be considered. If, however,
the builder is confronted with a situation where a
long, continuous roof line is required but the
material is not suitable, then an alternate system as
shown in Fig. 35 could be considered, using one of
the two possible types of joinery at the purlin/top
chord intersection. In Fig, 36, a view of the purlin
with the tenon-joint is shown, along with a view of
the purlin with a half-lopped dovetail-joint. Extra layout and notching is required for this system, but if
it's done carefully and accurately, it may lend itself
to a great variety of conditions.

Windows and doors ore installed by very similar
methods, with the only difference being that, unlike
windows, in most cases door openings are cut with
no sills. The builder does, however, have the option
of cutting a door sill if one is desired.
First the builder must know the exact location of
the door or window opening to be cut. This is
usually achieved by locating a centre-line on the
surface of the log wall. From this line, measurements are token to the left and right. The total
width of the opening will be the sum of all the
components of the opening:
(1) the width of the window or door, including its'
frame,
(2) the shim space on both sides of the window
or door,
(3) the thickness of the wooden nailer to which
the window or door frame will be attached.
The total height of the opening to be cut will
again be the total of all its components:
(1) the height of the window or door, including its
frame.

(2) the shim space at the bottom of the window
or door,
(3) the settling space allowed at the top of the
window or door (using the FORMULAS in
Chapter 7).
Actual calculations for the cut lines are shown
written on the logs (to be erased after the cuts
are made) on page 88 (Figs. 40 and 41.)
Usually a level line is placed on the logs to mark
the location of the top and bottom cuts, and particular attention is given to NOT cutting more than
one-half of either the top log or the bottom log to
accommodate the window or door. See Fig. 37 &

Fig. 38. Pieces of "straight" dimensional lumber are
used as guides for making the two vertical cuts, as
in Fig. 40 &. Fig. 41. Care must be taken when making these cuts, because errors in cutting will result in
either a great deal of touch-up work, or enlarging
the opening to accommodate larger windows or
doors.
To make the top and bottom cuts horizontal, the
builder should use whatever scaffolding is available
to work in a comfortable position. It is recommended that all horizontal cuts be made by cutting to a depth of no more than 2 inches
5 cm) along the entire line of cut. Then return to
the original starting point and make another cut,
with its depth no more than 2 inches (5 cm).
Repeat this procedure until the full penetration of
the wall is complete. See Fig. 39.

To make the two (vertical) side cuts, a two-step
procedure should be followed. First nail a piece of
dimensional lumber (plumb) alongside the mark
placed on the wall; that will be the cut line. Then,
assuming a comfortable stance, position your body
so your shoulders are parallel to on imaginary line
through the centre of the length of the log wall.
Now, by concentrating on a perfect plumb cut,
merely make a cut approximately one inch (2.5
cm) deep along the intended line of cut. See Fig.
40.
Next, remove the guide boards and again, positioned as with the initial cut, penetrate through the
wall for the final cut. See Fig. 41 Full control of the
chainsaw is necessary to eliminate the possibility of
overcutting any of the cuts in the corners of the
opening. Any error at this point will result in on
unsatisfactory Job.

After the main opening is cut in the wall, it
becomes necessary to adequately stabilize the
structure, while still allowing the logwork to settle
around the window or door. The method used, is to
install a spline (in a PLUMB position) to which the
window (or door) nailer is attached. As the builder
will notice in Fig. 46, the spline and the 'nailer' are
actually a combined unit to lessen air infiltration at
this location.

As in Figs. 42-43, a series of chainsaw cuts are
made to remove enough wood to allow the spline
to be freely installed. It is most important here that
the spline move easily into the cavity, to allow for
the unobstructed movement of the logs.
Once all the chainsaw cuts hove been mode, as
seen in Fig. 44, all cut surfaces should be dressed
smoothly by either sanding (Fig. 45) or planing, and
all sharp edges removed. Then all the components
are installed (Fig. 47) and the window (or door)
insulated and trimmed to its finished appearance.
The trim board on top is allowed to slide freely
down past the window frame. The builder should
realize that this upper settling space need not
remain unfinished, but may actually be trimmed in
a pleasing and practical manner.

The following techniques deal with attaching
framed walls to log walls, but prior to beginning this
phase the builder should understand that if renovations are done later, a permanent and perhaps
unsightly scar will remain on the wall. In addition, it
must be remembered that the installation of
framed partitions has unique considerations brought
about by the settling conditions common to log
structures,
The first rule of 'partitioning' is to locate the precise position where the partition is to fit into a log
wall and then work from a centre line at this point,
calculating the exact thickness of that partition wall
(the framing width along with the thickness of the
materials applied to each side of the partition). Do,
this for each partition at each wall. When the total
thickness of the partition is known, allow a slight
margin to ensure ease when inserting the partition
Into the cut in the log wall. Then make the final
marks on the wall for cutting.
There are several methods of cutting the log wall
to accept framing, but to avoid confusing the issue
only one will be discussed here. Simply attach to
the log wall (in a perfectly PLUMB position), two
pieces of dimensional lumber spaced at the

required thickness of the framed wall. Using these
as guides, saw cuts can then be made into the log
walls to accept the frame work. Note that, when
cutting the channel in the wall to accept the
framed partitions, care must be taken not to cut
too deeply and so weaken the log wall.
It must be noted here that the height of the partition wall must be less than the height of the
beams or ceiling materials above that wall, to allow
for settling. The required difference in height may
be calculated using the settling formula in Chapter
7. For the final appearance a trim board is
attached to the ceiling materials in such a way
that it may slide freely down past the side of the
partition framing.
It is most important that the builder realizes this
upper settling space need not remain unfinished; it
may be trimmed in a very pleasing and practical
manner.
Prior to inserting the framework, be sure to
smooth the exposed cut edges of the logs, using a
chisel, a sender or a plane. Then, as noted in Fig.
54, the framed wall stud attached to the log wall
must be fixed in such a fashion as to allow for the
constant movement and settling of the logs. One
good building technique is to cut about three vertical slots in the stud and then, using either large
nails or lag blots, connect the framed wall to the
log wall by placing the nails or bolts at or near the
TOP of the slots. See Fig. 54. Again, the required
length for each slot may be calculated using the
settling formula in Chapter 7.

Care must be taken when installing the partition
but remember that framed walls installed with
good taste can provide a nice contrast which will
ultimately enhance the beauty of carefully-fitted
log work.

Fig. 52. On left: the framed wall stud is cut Into the logwork. On right: the partitioning material only Is cut into the
logwork.

Fig. 53. On left: the trim board is attached to the overhead
beam by an internal fastener. On right: the trim board is
attached to the overhead beam by an external fastener.

Once again due to the effects of settling, cabinet
installation requires much forethought. Cabinets
cannot be attached directly to the log walls, but
must be attached in such a way that the logs may
settle without interfering with the cabinet's components.
There are basically two methods of incorporating
cabinets into the logwork of a building. The first, as
in Fig. 55, is to build a framed wall inside the log
wall and then attach the cabinets to the framed
wall only. The framed wall is attached to the log
wall in a similar fashion to that used with partition •
walls as discussed in Chapter 11
The second method, as in Fig. 58, involves building
the cabinets in such a way that the cabinet's
gables are wider than the cabinets themselves. A
cut is then made in the log wall to accept the
gable, and the cabinets may be set in place and
anchored to a sliding nailer. The slot in the wall
makes for a neat, finished appearance, and also
enables ease in cleaning.

The upper cabinets are usually attached via a
sliding nailer (the same principle used in partition
framing). Builders should note, though, that each
nailer is anchored solidly at the top and allowed to
slide on the bottom. The bottom sliding anchor is
attached at the BOTTOM of the slot.

Again due to the ever-present factor of the
settling process which affects log structures, the
chimney must be built in such a way that the roof
can settle down around it.
Flashing is attached to the roof in a conventional
manner, and then a counter-flashing is used to provide for a weatherproof seal while at the some
time allowing for the inevitable settling. See Figs. 59
and 6 0 .

Good planning will ensure that the chimney is
strategically located, so it will fit between ceiling
beams and alongside trusses, so none of these will
have to be cut and thus ruin the structural capabilities for which they were designed.

An essential aspect of planning a log building is a
complete and comprehensive electrical layout.
Builders should keep in mind that it is advisable to
place all wires vertically whenever possible, not in
the lateral grooves between the logs.
In most cases, the wiring for a log building may
be planned to fit into one of four categories, as in
Fig. 61.
A) Partition wiring is recommended wherever possible which allows for easy access when drilling
the framework,
B) Switch outlets which ore usually located beside
doorways, and the wiring concealed behind the
keyway of the door opening. It is normal building
practice to cut the keyway deeper than that
required for merely the spline, to allow for ease
in wiring. The overhead lighting may then be

wired above the doorway and into the ceiling
or roof framing system,
C) Kitchen cabinet receptacles may be wired
behind the cabinets, with no drilling in the logwork, and the boxes installed in the splashback
above the countertop,
D) Electrical wiring for the base plugs. Usually these
plugs are located within 18 inches (46 cm) of the
floor. It should be noted that the electrical outlets may be installed in either the first or second
round of logs.
In cases A, B and C, very little explanation is
required because all fit into near standard electrical procedures. However, in cose D, a recommended procedure to facilitate the installation of
the boxes is as follows:
FIRST AND FOREMOST, AFTER THE SECOND ROUND
OF LOGS HAVE BEEN FITTED DURING THE CONSTRUCTION PROCESS, THE LAYOUT FOR ALL THE
BASE-PLUGS MUST BE COMPLETED, COMPLYING TO
LOCAL BUILDING REQUIREMENTS.

STEP 1: At the location of each outlet,
carefully mark the outline of the box
being used. In order to keep the box in a
true vertical position, layout with a level is
recommended.

STEP 2: With a long auger-bit, drill a
continuous vertical hole through
the two rounds of logs; this
eliminates misalignment of individually drilled holes.

STEP 4: With o smaller drill, bore a series of
holes near the perimeter of the box outline to
the required depth, always adhering to the
outline.

STEP 3: A second hole is then
drilled from the center of where
the box will be, to connect with
the verticoilhole. AT THIS POINT
CONSTRUCTION MAY CONTINUE.
AND THE FOLLOWING STEPS DONE
AFTER THE ROOF HAS BEEN COMPLETED.

STEP 6: Note that the box
used has an Internal connector, and the wire must
enter the bottom of the box
near the back.

STEP 5: The rectangular hole
may now be chiselled to
accommodate the box.

STEP 7: Another hole Is
drilled from the bottom of
the electrical box hole to
the Initial vertical hole, at
an angle of approximately
45 degrees.

STEP 8: The wire is now
inserted up the vertical hole
(from underneath the floor
system) and through the
electrical box, then
attached to the electrical
receptacle.
STEP 10: The receptacle
cover is put Into place and
the final touch-up of the
bevelled faces is done.

STEP 9: The electrical box is
now fastened into the hole
cut into the log. The sides of
the log which protrude
beyond the edges of the
electrical box are bevelled
to accommodate the
receptacle cover.

Whenever plumbing is incorporated into modern
log construction, settling of the structure must be
token into account.
If the building is a single-storey bungalow then
generally the only piping which the builder must be
concerned with ore the vent pipes and where they
pass through the root as in Fig. 63. Once a multifloor structure is contemplated though, then
plumbing becomes a major concern.
It is a good idea in any type of construction
project to localize all the plumbing to one area of
the building. Achieving this requires a designated
area for vertical piping between floors. This is
usually accomplished by either (1), constructing
framed walls, one directly above the other, and
locating the plumbing in the framework, or (2)
building a small area in which much piping may be
located. For the main piping where vertical movement of the piping is considered, a simple expansion coupling is used, as illustrated in Fig, 62. For the
water lines, usually long horizontal runs, with soft
walled piping, adequately allows for pipe deflection
during the settling process.

Due to the settling which takes place in the early
years of a new log building, a staircase must be
constructed which will take this change into consideration.
There are many styles of staircases which may be
used, but the two common types are the staircases
constructed of half-log stringers and half-log treads,
and the staircase built from half-log stringers and
plank stairs with the planks covered with carpeting
to match the building decor.
Because the second floor will move downward,
the stringers must be able to actually "ski" along
the floor during the settling process. In a 'straightrun' staircase very few problems are encountered,
but when complicated stair designs are contemplated, a great deal of consideration must be
given to settling or problems will arise later. See Fig.
64.

In some cases, either for structural qualities or for
aesthetic values, vertical supports ore required in
the construction of the log building. Since settling
occurs throughout the building, consideration must
be given to allow for adjustment of the vertical
support which does not shrink or compress longitudinally (actually, in the cose of log posts, shrinkage
and compression does occur, but its amount is
negligible). A widely used and accepted method of
adjustment is by the use of a 'screw jack'. Basically,
this is a mechanical device with on adjustable
length, which is calculated using the settling formulas in Chapter 7. The 'screw jack' may be placed
either at the bottom or the top of the vertical support, and access to the adjustment provided. In Fig.
64, the 'screw jack' is shown at the bottom of the
support and after final settlement has occurred, a
form may be built around the 'screw jock' cavity
and filled with concrete. The use of a 'screw jack'
on the interior of the building would require
perhaps a cylindrical carpet sleeve to conceal the
'screw jack' cavity. The recommended minimum
diameter for the 'screw jack shaft' is 7/8 inch (23
mm).

If, however, the 'screw jock' is placed at the top
of the support, then usually a wooden skirting is
provided around the 'screw jack cavity' to allow for
the settling.

The character of every building is determined by
all the finishing touches and, certainly, by the shape
of the log ends which extend beyond the notches.
There are many different shapes which may be
considered, and a few are shown in Fig. 66. In each
case the building takes on a different appearance.

quite likely depending on personal preference,
building location and/or the feeling the structure is
to convey.
It is advisable for the builder to keep two considerations in mind when working with the log ends.
First, when scribing the log, the advanced builder
certainly understands that widening the scribing distance for this portion of the log will greatly aid in
the eventual settling of the logs. Because this portion of log is always at uniform temperature (there
is no difference from inside-to-outside as there is
along the main portion of the wall), the log reacts
differently, settling at a slower rate than the
remainder of the log.
Initially, the settling allowance between the logs
might appear to indicate sloppy workmanship, or a
novice builder, but this is not the case; rather, it is
indicative of a well-built structure with forethought
given to settling considerations.
The second consideration is that, when trimming
the log ends, it's important to maintain adequate
bearing beyond the notches to provide the necessary stability for the building. It's wise during construction to allow only about 2 inches (5 cm) for
trimming; trimming too much off presents the
danger of cutting into the lateral grooves. When
trimming the log ends straight, a guide is recommended and also sighting from end to end will
ensure that true cuts are made. See Fig. 68. Should
a scroll or curved cut be desired a template is useful to achieve identical patterns throughout.

Fig. 67. Adequate roof overhang protects the
log ends from the elements.

As many old log buildings show, rotting is possible
at the log ends. Any small crevice or check in the
log ends is at the mercy of the elements if there is
inadequate roof overhang or if prevailing winds
continually drive moisture against the logs. See Fig.
67.

Fig. 68. Sighting from end-to-end for accurate
cutting.

Log structures are noted for their longevity; they
ore capable of lasting for hundreds of years with
minimal attention. But the relics dotting some North
American landscapes, while still standing, aren't
prime examples of what most log builders visualize
when they begin their work. The fact is that careful
thought must be given to how best to preserve
and protect the logs being used. To understand
what must be done, it is best to also understand
the peculiarities of logs as a building form.
Unlike trees grown in bygone years, modern timber tends to be planted in fast-growing open
stands which produce more sapwood than durable,
resistant heartwood, so the need to protect logs
from Insect attack and decoy has also increased.
One of the most important factors a builder should
consider is that resistance of logs to insects, stain or
decay depends on the time of year the timber is
cut. Spring and summer-cut logs will experience
difficulty with mildew, sapstain and insect infestation; because this is the time of year when the sap
is flowing, such trees will peel more easily but check
worse than those felled during the dormant season
in fall and winter.

Builders using fresh logs should be aware that
sapwood is menaced by three living organisms:
molds, insects and fungi. The molds cause only
superficial discoloration and can be easily removed
through brushing, sanding or shallow planing of the
wood surface. Not so with the fungi (typically
brown-rot or white-rot), which pose a greater
threat, often without any outwardly visible signs. The
presence of fungi indicates that some sort of wood
preservative treatment is needed. One simple
precaution is to remember that although spores
from infected wood con be carried by the wind to
germinate in sound logs with more than a 20 per
cent moisture content, dry wood doesn't allow the
spores to grow and so won't decay.
It is most important that the builder realizes that
the growth of stains (molds) and decoy (fungi) ore
dependent on three very crucial conditions; (1)
ideal temperature, (2) the moisture content, and (3)
the presence of food (sugars contained in the sop).
Perhaps the greatest threat facing the growth of
stains (molds) and decoy (fungi) comes from the
continual cycles of wetting and drying. Since drying
logs shrink mostly diametrically and very little longitudinally, checking can't be avoided; it may be
reduced in well-seasoned timber but it con never
be eliminated. And even minute checks will open
fresh, untreated wood to insects and decoy.
As if this isn't enough, the sun's ultra-violet rays
interact with the acid in the wood to take their toll

on the building's exterior.
The single most important factor in keeping logs
new and healthy-looking is regular maintenance.
This should begin during the construction phase
with preventative building techniques designed to
keep the log deck as well as the structure as dry
as possible while at the same time discouraging
insects. It's rather difficult to keep on entire log
deck dry, however, by making sure that each log
has ventilation around it completely (ie. the logs
are off the ground and not touching one another),
and by turning the logs 180 degrees often to allow
for drying, partial control of the mold and fungi
attack may be achieved. The builder should be
aware of the fact that the time required for fungi
and mold to spread throughout an entire "set" of
building logs is measured in a "few days" or even
perhaps "hours", if the right conditions are present.
Should the occasion arise to apply a chemical
preservative to the logs, it must be done, not at the
builder's convenience, but rather before moisture,
or the humidity, has a chance to work with the living organisms and cause them to spread.
Ventilation beneath the floor is important to keep
the ground under the building dry; no matter what
foundation is used, proper air circulation is essential.
Another factor in keeping the building dry is any
design which accelerates rainwater run-off. The
landscape surrounding the building should be

sloped steeply away, and perhaps some waterabsorbing shrubs planted nearby. Builders should
also ensure that any logs used with checks or
cracks are placed in a facedown position. Remember too, that any treatment of "green" or partiallyseasoned logs, with the exception of pressure treatment, has little lasting value.
A finish on the interior and exterior of the log surfaces completes the process of guarding against
decay. The interior finish should be designed simply
to provide for ease of cleaning while enhancing
the natural color and beauty of the logs. Exterior
finishes ore many and varied, each with advantages and problems inherent in their use. When
choosing a finish for the exterior of a log structure,
consider the effectiveness of the preservation itself,
whether it will blister or peel later on, whether it
allows the wood underneath to breathe, and finally,
how it will affect the natural appearance of the
structure.
It is not the intent of this book to recommend a
suitable preservative, however, regardless of what
type is used (and there are several reputable ones
on the market to choose from) it will only be effective if a regular maintenance program is followed.
There is no such thing as a maintenance-free finish
and no natural product lasts forever, but a properly
cared-for log building will continue to be a thing of
beauty for many, many years.

Trees are one of our oldest natural resources and
for years their appeal lay in the fact that the supply was renewable and therefore never-ending.
Recently mankind has become aware that nothing
- not even a resource as seemingly unlimited as
our forests - lasts forever. This has brought about
an increased awareness of the value of our forest
resources and the need for proper management of
them, but although we are beginning to realize we
must be careful how we use our trees, this only
enhances our appreciation of one of the oldest
forms of construction - log building.
The human race has had a love affair with
homes and other buildings mode from trees for
centuries - almost from the time caves became
too damp and cloy homes lost their appeal. While
log building is admittedly enjoying a resurgence in

today's society, its historical roots go back much
further.
What may be the first recorded reference to log
home construction involves horizontal timbering
(pyramid-style) on the Black Sea shore in 30 B.C.
While this form of log construction never achieved
widespread popularity, there ore similar references
to vertical timbering in Anglo-Saxon England in 1015,
and this building style has stayed with us, albeit with
many variations, until the present day.
The concept of log construction was, from the
first, admirably suited to North America with its
seemingly endless supply of trees. This fact was
appreciated by the Swedish settlers who moved to
Delaware Bay, Pennsylvania in 1638, and built New
Sweden using traditional techniques and the trees
they found everywhere around them in their new
habitat. Germans from Bavaria added their techniques to those of the Swedes when they settled
the area around 1710.
The log building concept that really took hold,
though, resulted from the migration of the adventuresome Scotch-Irish to the western lands in the
1720's. The ever-practical Irish seized this building
form as the quickest, cheapest and easiest form of
construction available to them, and it soon
became a trademark of western living,

In the 19th century, at least in the eastern and
southern parts of North America, logs were
fashionably covered with siding and by the end of
the century sawn wood, bricks and stone began
replacing logs as the major sources of home building materials.
But the log homes, churches, mills and other structures didn't disappear from the landscape; they
outlived many of their competitors and mode a
reappearance in the form of rustic-styled buildings
in the 1920's and 30's. Ten years later the fad of
rustic building began petering out, but log building
in general continued, mostly in the form of vacation
homes.
At the present time log building is enjoying its
greatest popularity in years. It has evolved recently
from the early, primitive cabin concept to the ultimate in present-day, good-quaiity construction.
While most modern structures don't approach the
size of the Log Chateau at Montebello, Quebec
(the largest log structure in the world), they hove
become a statement of the rugged individualist, a
philosophical statement about the values of the
pure, simple life. Nowadays the designs are as
varied and personalized as the designers and
builders themselves, for log building permits an

exceptional amount of personalization by the
builder, perhaps more than any conventional form
of construction.
Nearly everyone who builds a log structure or
contemplates doing so gives some thought to the
timeless attraction of this construction method. Log
buildings are, of course, natural solutions to structural problems. They are very old and have been
found in many parts of the world, yet throughout
history little interest has been evinced by architectural historians in this building method. They seemed
to think it was merely functional and built to be
abandoned. Yet log building has persevered, and
some of these buildings are in use today, 1,400
years after they were constructed.
There is no doubt that log homes were originally
appealing because they were easy to assemble,
economical, and needed only simple, periodic care.
In the difficult years of settlement a man could
build his own house, barn and out-buildings - from
logs cut in the land-clearing operation. But despite
these humble beginnings, log homes have traditionally retained their beauty even when suffering the
onslaught of time, neglect and abandonment. With
the advancement of techniques used by modern
day builders, along with proper care, they could and in some cases likely will - lost for a thousand
years.

